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TO BE PUBLISHED SUMMER/ AUTUMN 1981 

American Literature and the Universe of Force 
Ronald E. Martin 

Mystics, Philosophers, and Politicians 
Essays in Jewish Intellectual History in Honor of Alexander 
Altmann 
Edited by Jehuda Reinharz and Daniel Swetschinski in 
collaboration with Kalman P. Bland 

Eric Voegelin’s Thought: A Symposium 
Edited by Ellis Sandoz 

The Countervoyage of Rabelais and Ariosto 
A Comparative Reading of Two Renaissance Mock Epics 
Elizabeth A. Chesney 

Medieval and Renaissance Studies 
Proceedings of the Southeastern Institute of Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies, Summer, 1978 
Edited by Frank Tirro 

American Literary Scholarship 
An Annual/1979 
Edited by James Woodress 
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NEW BOOKS 

The Living Dead 
A Study of the Vampire in Romantic Literature 

James B. Twitchell 

“A delightful read—a popular subject, lively writing, and good, 

challenging scholarship. The scholar-reader, after each stretch of 

informative chronicle, is rewarded with a close-up of some familiar 

text which subtly changes under Twitchell’s lens.” David Erdman, 

State University of New York, Stony Brook 

“The subject has never before been treated so systematically nor with 

such steady contact with literary values. Twitchell has done an 

admirable job of research, both on the backgrounds of vampirism and 

on its literary foregrounds. He writes on a high level of sophistication, 

and with keen sensibility. I find Twitchell a scholar-critic of 

formidable stature.” Richard Harter Fogle, The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill 

fn his preface, Twitchell states that he is not interested in the current 

generation of vampires, which he finds “rude, boring, and hopelessly 

adolescent. However, they have not always been this way. A century 

ago they were often quite sophisticated, used by artists as varied as 

Blake, Poe, Coleridge, the Brontes, Shelley, and Keats, to explain 

aspects of interpersonal relations. However vulgar the vampire has 

since become, it is important to remember that along with the 

Frankenstein monster, the vampire is one of the major mythic figures 

bequeathed to us by the English Romantics. Simply in terms of 

cultural influence and currency, the vampire is far more important 

than any of the other nineteenth-century archetypes; in fact, he is 

probably the most enduring and prolific mythic figure we have. But 

this book is really not about vampires; it is about Romanticism and 

what many major English and American artists found so intriguing in 

the myth.” 

Twitchell shows ways artists have used the myth of the vampire as an 

analogy to describe how the artist himself was potentially vampiric, as 

in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. 

The Living Dead isa controversial book that will be of interest to all 

scholars and laymen concerned with Romanticism. 

James B. Twitchell is Associate Professor of English, University of 

Florida. 

January 1981 ISBN: 0-8223-0438-4 LC: 79-54290 

x, 219 pp. $14.75 



The Collected Letters of Thomas and 
Jane Welsh Carlyle 
Duke-Edinburgh Edition 

Volumes 8 and 9 (1835, 1836, 1837) 

General Editor, Charles Richard Sanders, Duke University 

Co-Editor, Kenneth J. Fielding, University of Edinburgh 

Associate Editors, Ian Campbell and Aileen Christianson, 

University of Edinburgh; John Clubbe, University of Kentucky 

Assistant Editor, Hilary Smith, Duke University 

With the beginning of volume 8 (January 1835) of The Collected 

Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle, the Carlyles are settled at 

No. 5, Cheyne Row, Chelsea, and the pattern of their London life is 

established. Thomas Carlyle completes his massive work, The French 

Revolution, and lends the manuscript to John Stuart Mill, whose 

housemaid uses it to light fires. The Carlyles’ response to this 

disastrous loss and Thomas’s rewriting of the enormous book are the 4 



major events of this period of their lives. Carlisle Moore has written in 

his review of volumes 5, 6, and 7, in Studies in Scottish Literature, 

“These letters reveal Carlyle and Jane as brilliantly compatible, 

deeply-loving, large-natured persons. Their wit and good humor, the 

constant support and comfort they gave one another, the range and 

depth of their feelings, their sharp eye for the ridiculous, their love of 

anecdote and portraiture—these should dispatch the notion that the 

Carlyles were marital misfits or mere hypochondriacs, or that Carlyle 

was characteristically gloomy and Jane stifled and unhappy. Carlyle 

was certainly master of the household, but this relationship had sound 

basis in Scottish mores, and Jane was content, at least at this time, to 

share and reflect his glory. The impression the letters of these volumes 

make on the present-day reader is one of vitality, of the courage of two 

brilliant people.” 

Raymond Mortimer in The Sunday Times (London) has written of 

The Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle, “This new 

complete edition is a monument of learning. Many of the letters have 

not previously been published; and the rich annotation will delight 

everyone fascinated by this extraordinary couple.” 

In The Times (London), Kay Dick has written, “One cannot 

overpraise the virtuosity which inspires the editors’ scholarship. The 

footnotes alone are a marvel of unobtrusive clarification and 

annotation, particularly their judicious inclusion of quotation from 

letters received, whereby a vivid sense of participation is given. 

Professors Sanders and Fielding are directing this truly remarkable 

achievement with an enthusiasm that communicates itself wholly. 

When this immense task is complete, we shall not only have an 

autobiographical history of two exceptional people, both superbly 

spontaneous letter-writers, but a significantly valuable addition to 

nineteenth-century speculation and society.” 

Winter 1980 LC: 71-101132 

Volume 8 (January 1835-June 1836) ISBN; 0-8223-0433-3 

xix, 364 pp. 

Volume 9 (July 1836-December 1837) ISBN; 0-8223-0434-1 

xvii, 434 pp. 

$30.00 per volume, $59.75 the two-volume set 
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Lorca’s New York Poetry 
Social Injustice, Dark Love, Lost Faith 

Richard L. Predmore 

“A penetrating study, offering a stylistic approach to symbolism in 

Lorca’s New York poems. Using the technique of the close reading, 

Predmore examines three themes—social injustices, homosexual love, 

and lost faith—as a means of understanding the collection as a unified 

whole. Previous studies have emphasized Lorca’s indictment of 

urbanization. For Predmore, the Andalusian poet’s negative vision of 

New York corresponds to a personal crisis involving his preoccupa¬ 

tion with the ‘dark love’ of homosexuality, expressed in an original 

symbolic scheme with an ambiguous poetic language. The overall 

analysis includes an introductory chapter on Lorca’s reasons for 

visiting New York, an examination of the rhetoric of ambiguity,’ a 

catalog of Lorcan symbols such as the iris, the horse, the moon, and the 

wind, a paraphrase of the 10 major sections of Poeta en Nueva York, an 

appraisal of ‘tormented’ or homosexual love, and finally, a review of 

religious images. Predmore’s contribution lies in his sensitive scrutiny 

of the text, especially in reference to the difficult theme of 

homosexuality with its attendant symbols of ‘darkness’ or the color 

blue.” Choice 

‘‘Since the publication of The Poet in New York critics have 

attempted to comprehend and assess the meaning of these unexpected, 

often tortured expressions of Lorca’s creativity. Predmore’s is the 

latest, and best, analysis; it probes the life of the poet, seeking 

biographical data which correspond to the persona of the New York 

poems; it examines the poems meticulously and gives English versions 

thereof; and it offers conclusions which, if not exhaustive of the poems’ 

meanings, are valuable interpretations of their possible secrets.” 

Library Journal 

Richard L. Predmore is Professor Emeritus of Romance Languages, 

Duke University. His other books include Cervantes, The World of 

Don Quixote, and An Index to Don Quixote. 

Spring 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0435-X LC: 79-54288 

Translations from the Spanish of Lorca’s poems xi, 116 

pp. $8.95 
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Toward a New American Literary History 
Essays in Honor of Arlin Turner 

Edited by Louis J. Budd, EdivinH. Cady, and CarlL. Anderson 

“What a fine collection this is—rare is it that a single book contains 

such sophisticated, intelligent, perceptive critics and scholars. Each 

essay stands not only as remarkable evidence of the way solid criticism 

reads and feels, but also as examples of how criticism can open, 

without the use of academic jargon, texts and times to our attention.... 

As a whole the seventeen essays are strong statements. Indeed, each 

essay displays that delicate balance between critical intelligence, 

which in some critics tends to overpower readers, and a very human 

concern with how humans write for other humans to read.... The 

caliber of the critics and their essays is such that this will stand as one of 

those collections every student of American history and literature must 

know.” Vincent D. Balitas, The John O’Hara Journal 

Robert E. Spiller, The Cycle and the Roots: National Identity in American 
Literature; Lewis P. Simpson, The Southern Literary Vocation; Richard Beale Davis, 
The Literary Climate of Jamestown under the Virginia Company, 1607-1624; Sacvan 
Bercovitch, Rhetoric and History in Early New England: The Puritan Errand 
Reassessed; Walter Sutton, Apocalyptic History and the American Epic: Cotton Mather 
and Joel Barlow; Walter Blair, Franklin’s Massacre of the Hessians; John Seelye, A 
Well-Wrought Crockett: Or. How the Fakelorists Passed through the Credibility Gap 
and Discovered Kentucky; Gay Wilson Allen, How Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman 
Viewed the ‘‘Frontier"; Richard Harter Fogle, Hawthorne's Sketches and the English 
Romantics; George Arms, The Poet as Theme Reader: William Vaughn Moody, a 
Student, and Louisa May Alcott; C. Hugh Holman, The Tragedy of Self-Entrapment: 
Ellen Glasgow’s “The Romance of a Plain Man”; L.S. Dembo, The Socialist and the 
Socialite Heroes of Upton Sinclair; Bernard Dujfey, Ezra Pound and the Attainment of 
Imagism; Darwin T. Turner, The Harlem Renaissance: One Facet of an Unturned 
Kaleidoscope; Donald Pizer, The Novels of Carl Van Vechten and the Spirit of the Age; 
Terence Martin, The Negative Character in American F iction; Russel B. Nye, Notes on 
Photography and American Culture, 1839-1890; Bibliography of publications by Arlin 
Turner. 

Louis J. Budd and Carl L. Anderson are Professors of English, Duke 

University; Edwin H. Cady is Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the 

Humanities, Duke University. 

January 1980 ISBN; 0-8223-0430-9 LC; 79-51499 

viii, 279 pp. 114.75 
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American Literary Scholarship 
An Annual/1978 

Edited by J. Albert Robbins 

ALS/1978 is the sixteenth volume in this indispensable series, which 

has been recognized as a basic source for anyone interested in the best 

criticism of American literature. “ALS seems to become a bit more 

important every year.” American Literature. “American Literary 

Scholarship continues to serve as an authoritative critical guide to 

published studies of American literature. Specialists assess in essay- 

reviews the scholarship for the year and continue to exercise the kind of 

expert judgment which has characterized this project from the start.” 

Resources for American Literary Study. 

Emerson, Thoreau, and Transcendentalism. Wendell Click; Hawthorne,/. Donald 

Crowley. Poe, Donald B. Stauffer, Melville, Hershel Parker, Whitman and Dickinson, 

Willis ]. Buckingham; Mark Twain, Louis J. Budd: Henry James, Robert L. Gale; 

Pound and Eliot, George Bornstein and Stuart Y. McDougal; Faulkner, Panthea Reid 

Broughton, Fitzgerald and Hemingway, Jackson R. Bryer, Literature to 1800, William 

]. Scheick; 19th-Century Literature, Thomas Wortham', Fiction: 1900 to the 1930s, 

David Stouck, Fiction: The 1930s to the 1950s, Jack Salzman; Fiction: The 1950s to the 

Present, James H. Justus', Poetry. 1900 to the 1930s, Richard Crowder', Poetry: The 

1930s to the Present, James E. Breslin; Drama, Winifred Frazer; Black Literature, 

Darwin T. Turner', Themes, Topics, Criticism, Michael J. Hoffman', Foreign 

Scholarship, Maurice Couturier, Hans Galinsky, Rolando Anzilotti, Keiko Beppu, 

Rolf Lunden: Bibliographical Addendum, J. Albert Robbins; Author Index, Subject 

Index. 

J. Albert Robbins is Professor of English, Indiana University. He 

and James Woodress now act as editors of ALS in alternate years. 

Spring 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0443-0 LC: 65-19450 

xviii, 528 pp. $22.75 
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Culture in Context 
Selected Writings of Weston La Bane 

“Culture in Context is the most distinguished contribution to 

psychological anthropology that has appeared for many years. Written 

with the usual charm and authority of our leading contributor to the 

field, this selection of the author’s essays is unfailingly interesting, 

original, and informative. It is a brilliant and utterly fascinating 

book.” Ashley Montagu 

‘‘This important book is an odyssey, a brief autobiography of a 

career, a critique of nomothetic social science, a defense of clinical- 

humanistic anthropology, and a demonstration of the author’s 

eclecticism. La Barre calls himself an analytical anthropologist and 

defends anthropological holism with its needed connection to the 

other intellectual disciplines. Each of the four sections of the book 

contains a number of essays that have appeared in scholarly journals or 

as contributions to symposia. The headings of the sections— 

‘Psychotropics,’ ‘Analytic,’ ‘Applied,’ and ‘Kinesics’—demonstrate the 

wide-ranging interests of La Barre. More than an appropriate addition 

to anthropological literature, the book should be read by specialists 

and graduate students in the other social sciences and in psychiatry as 

well. Bibliography after each essay; 6-page index.” Choice 

In his distinguished career as an anthropologist, Weston La Barre 

has explored wide regions of what many scholars had previously 

considered unexplainable subjective human experience. He has 

searched for the locus and the mechanisms of the “supernatural,” and 

for those “regularities of behavior among members of a group, 

resulting from the influence of individuals upon individuals” that can 

be abstracted as “culture.” The studies assembled here continue this 

search. 

La Barre examines religious and secular subcultures and aspects of 

both primitive and modern cultures. In an early chapter, which 

consolidates six previously published articles, he investigates 

hallucinogens and their relation to religious consciousness and crisis 

cults. La Barre specifically treats the mentality of the shaman. Also 

included is a thorough study of the history and ethnography of 

marihuana. La Barre provides insights when anthropology draws 

creatively from other relevant disciplines, particularly psychoanalysis. 

The latter is discussed separately in terms of its usefulness in and 

influence on anthropological investigations. 

Weston La Barre is James B. Duke Professor Emeritus of 

Anthropology, Duke University. He has published widely on a variety 

of subjects; among his best-known books are The Ghost Dance: 

Origins of Religion, The Human Animal, The Peyote Cult, and They 

Shall Take Up Serpents: Psychology of the Southern Snakehandling 

Cult. 

Summer 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0424-4 LC: 78-74728 

338 pp. $19.75 
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Black Migration in America 
A Social Demographic History 

Daniel M. Johnson and Rex R. Campbell 

"Black Migration in America is one of those rare studies that 

incorporates both the causes and the consequences of migration. The 

book is easy to read, well-organized, and a very enlightening 

presentation.” Robert C. Atchley, Director, Scripps Foundation 

Gerontology Center, Miami University 

Few communities in the United States have not been affected by the 

numerous migration streams of black Americans. Their forced 

movement early in American history to and within the United States 

created many of the economic and social problems that persist to this 

day. Interested professionals and scholars have followed with intense 

interest the impact of black migration on the American economy, 

history, education, population structures, and politics. However, not 

since Carter Woodson’s 1918 publication, A Century of Negro 

Migration, has one book gathered, organized, and presented the 

needed historical and demographic background to our current 

understanding of this vitally important socio-demographic 

phenomenon. 

Beginning with the slave trade, the authors trace the migrations— 

forced and free—of blacks to America through the antebellum period, 

the Civil War years, the turn of the century, World War I, the Great 

Depression, World War II, and up to the 1970s. The major causes of the 

migrations associated with these periods, often including the personal 

motivations of the migrants, are examined. Also treated are 

characteristics of the migrants, the size of the numerous migration 

streams, and the consequences of these movements for the migrants as 

well as for their communities of origin and destination. 

Drawing widely from historical, economic, sociological, and 

demographic sources, Johnson and Campbell have presented a 

comprehensive and concise review of black migration from its origins 

through the post-World War II years. 

Daniel M. Johnson is Co-Director, Doctoral Program in Social 

Policy and Social Work, Virginia Commonwealth University. He has 

published.The Middle-Sized Cities of Illinois: Their People, Politics, 

and Quality of Life. Rex R. Campbell is Professor of Rural Sociology, 

The University of Missouri, Columbia. He is co-author of Beyond the 

Suburbs: The Changing Rural Life and Society and Society and 

Environment: The Coming Collision. 

No. 4, Studies in Social and Economic Demography. 

Spring 1981 ISBN: 0-8223-0442-2, cloth LC: 80-16919 

0-8223-0449-X, paper ca. 192 pp. 

(tentative prices) $16.75, cloth 

$8.95, paper 



Interregional Migration in the U.S.S.R. 
Economic Aspects, 1959-1970 

Peter J. Grandstaff 

“A substantial piece of research. I particularly liked Grandstaff’s 

methodological approach, the testing of general migration 

formulations in the Soviet context. This is the most reasonable 

approach to the study of migration in the U.S.S.R., because there is 

considerable generality in demographic processes in that country. 

Grandstaff demonstrates an excellent grasp of demographic and 

statistical techniques and uses data judiciously.” Robert A. Lewis, 

Columbia University 

Following Khruschev’s denunciation of Stalin at the Twentieth 

Party Congress in 1956, theU.S.S.R. formally eliminated thecriminal- 

law penalties to which a worker had been subject for voluntarily 

leaving his job. At the same time the Central Statistical Administration 

resumed publication of several statistical abstracts, and later, in 1959 

and 1970, the government conducted the two most accurate and most 

recent census counts in Soviet history. The first of these developments 

encouraged migration; the others have made possible a systematic 

study of it during this eleven-year period. Grandstaff determines that 

despite assertions of fundamental differences between migration in 

Soviet and market economic systems, existing generalizations 

concerning migration processes in the market economies accurately 

describe much of recent Soviet experience: the volume of migrants is 

high; high levels of industrial development are associated with high 

levels of interregional and intraregional migration; the low prestige of 

agricultural occupations and the attractiveness of urban living and 

industrial working conditions contribute to the high rate of rural-to- 

urban migration throughout the U.S.S.R. 

Peter J. Grandstaff took his Ph.D. in Economics at Duke University. 

Number 3, Studies in Social and Economic Demography. 

Autumn 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0413-9 LC: 78-57233 

Tables, bibliography, appendixes x, 188 pp. $14.75 
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Essays On and In the Chicago Tradition 
Don Patinkin 

A distinguished economist, trained by the “Chicago School,” has 

written memoirs of the School’s leading members and documents and 

analyzes the true nature of the “Chicago” monetary theory and policy 

as it was developed during the 1930s. In addition, Professor Patinkin 

discusses similarities and contrasts between the Chicago School and 

others in monetary economics of the time, as well as contacts and 

influences existing among Keynes and various members of the 

Chicago School. 

Introduction: Reminiscences of Chicago, 19-41-47: Frank Knight as Teacher; In 

Search of the "Wheel of Wealth”: On the Origins of Frank Knight’s Circular-Flow 

Diagram; Mercantilism and the Readmission of the Jews in England; Multiple-Plant 

Firms, Cartels, and Imperfect Competition; The Indeterminacy of Absolute Prices in 

Classical Economic Theory; Reflections on the Neoclassical Dichotomy; Involuntary 

Unemployment and the Keynesian Supply Function; Demand Curves and Consumer s 

Surplus; On the Economic Theory of Price Indexes: With Nissan Livialan; The 

Chicago Tradition, the Quantity Theory, and Friedman; More on the Chicago 

Monetary Tradition; Keynes and Chicago. 

All essays have their own bibliographies; most have postscripts 

and/or appendixes. Name index, subject index. 

Don Patinkin is Professor of Economics, Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem. A recent book is Keynes' Monetary Thought: A Study of its 

Development (Duke University Press). 

Spring 1981 ISBN: 0-8223-0439-2 LC: 79-55770 

ca. 320 pp. tentative price, $18.75 
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Retirement Policy in an Aging Society 
Edited by Robert L. Clark 

In the United States the percentage of the population in older age 

groups is increasing steadily. As the population grows older, questions 

concerning retirement assume more and more importance, both in the 

lives of all individuals and in the national economy as a whole. 

Increasing social security taxes call attention to the fact that the cost of 

retirement is high. How will society deal with the problems posed by 

large numbers of workers leaving the labor force? How will 

individuals deal with this stage of life when it has become a distinct 

period in the lives of most Americans only in the past fifty years? A 

wide range of issues on which these large questions rest is examined in 

this book. 

Introduction: Juanita M. Kreps, Developing a National Retirement Policy; Robert 

L. Clark, Impending Age SructureChanges. Individual Retirement Decisions: John A. 

Menejee, The Demand for Health and Retirement; Joseph F. Quinn, Retirement 

Patterns of Self-Employed Workers: H. Gregg Lewis, Individual Retirement Decisions: 

Discussion. Labor Supply: Solomon W. Polachek, Secular Changes in Female Job 

Aspirations; Kathryn Anderson, Robert L. Clark, and Thomas Johnson, Retirement in 

Dual-Career Families; Richard V. Burkhauser and John A. Turner, The Effects of 

Pension Policy through Life; Cordelia W. Reimers, Labor Supply: Discussion; 

Richard V. Burkhauser and John A. Turner, Rejoinder. Retirement Policy: Robert L. 

Clark and Joseph J. Spengler, Economic Responses to Population Aging with Special 

Emphasis on Retirement Policy; Alicia H. Munnell, The Impact of Inflation on 

Private Pensions; William C. Greenough, The Future of Employer Pensions; John J. 

Carroll, Retirement Policy: Discussion; Peter Henle, Retirement Policy: Discussion. 

Robert L. Clark is Associate Professor of Economics, North 

Carolina State University. 

Autumn 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0441-4 LC: 79-56502 

v, 215 pp. $16.75 
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The Cambridge Connection and the 
Elizabethan Settlement of 1559 

Winthrop S. Hudson 

“Hudson has written a distinguished work of scholarship which 

makes an original and valuable contribution to Tudor and 

Elizabethan history. Its importance consists in its dual themes or 

theses. The first, more general one, is the existence of the ‘Cambridge 

Connection,’ a circle of men bound by friendship and common 

sympathies and interests, including William Cecil, Queen Elizabeth’s 

principal councillor, which played a decisive part in government and 

religion at the Queen’s accession. Scholars have of course been aware 

of a relationship among some of the figures whom Hudson discusses. 

But the extent of the connection, the various ties that formed it, and its 

centrality have not been suspected. In unearthing its existence and 

working out its pattern, Hudson has brought to light a fact of real 

significance. 

“The second theme concerns the making of the religious settlement 

of 1559. This is more controversial; Hudson presents a convincing 

alternative picture to the one offered by Sir John Neale, and deals with 

the settlement through a close consideration and reevaluation of the 

evidence.The work is gracefully and interestingly written.” Perez 

Zagonn, Professor of History, University of Rochester 

“Hudson unravels, once and for all, insofar as evidence permits, 

exactly what transpired in the first months of Eizabeth’s reign and in 

the subsequent first year of Elzabethan settlement. What MacCaffrey 

and Collinson touched upon or have hunches about, Hudson 

documents in detail. The book is a welcome addition to Tudor Puritan 

scholarship.” Jerald C. Brauer, Naomi Shenstone Donnelly Professor, 

The Divinity School, The University of Chicago 

Winthrop S. Hudson is Distinguished Seminary Professor, Colgate 

Rochester Divinity School. Among his many books are John Ponet 

(1516-1556): Advocate of Limited Monarchy, Nationalism and 

Religion, and Religion in America. 

Summer 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0440-6 LC: 79-56513 

x, 158 pp. $14.75 
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Dollars and Diplomacy 
Ambassador David Rowland Francis and the Fall of Tsarism, 

1916-17 

Edited by Jamie H. Cockfield 

In comparison to the attention given the Bolshevik takeover of 

Russia’s government in October 1917, the February Revolution of that 

same year has been relatively neglected by historians of the period, 

most of whom dismiss the collapse of tsarism as inevitable and 

overemphasize Lenin’s coup. Yet the removal of the tsar and the 

creation of a republic was in reality a much more radical break with 

Russia’s past than the October Revolution, which was possible only 

because of the first uprising. The letters of David Rowland Francis, 

U.S. Ambassador to Russia at that time, presented in this book with 

commentary and footnotes, are basic source material on the diplomatic 

and political events of the last months of tsarism. This selection of 

letters was chosen from those documents written between Francis’s 

arrival in Petrograd in 1916 and the abdication of the tsar the following 

year. 

These prerevolutionary Francis papers are valuable because they 

give a number of important insights. First, there is the picture of the 

gradual disintegration of the tsarist regime, to which this collection 

adds some new facts. Francis is one of the few observers of these events 

who was truly detached, with no axe to grind (chiefly because the U.S. 

had not yet entered World War I). Second, the correspondence provides 

for the contemporary student of Soviet-American affairs a mirror 

image of the human-rights struggle of today and the manner in which 

this conflict affects present-day American-Soviet diplomacy. Third, 

Dollars and Diplomacy gives a curious insight into the mentality of 

the U.S. State Department of that day, which considered an 

unsophisticated Missouri businessman capable of negotiating an 

international commercial treaty. 

Jamie H. Cockfield is Associate Professor and Chairman, 

Department of History, Mercer University. 

Early Spring 1981 ISBN: 0-8223-2445-7 LC: 80-19786 

Directory of names, bibliographical essay ca. 160 pp. $12.75 
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Luther and Staupitz 
An Essay in the Intellectual Origins of the Protestant 

Reformation 

David C. Steinmetz 

“Steinmetz’s Luther and Staupitz will be widely read throughout the 

scholarly world, for Steinmetz has entered the crucial discussion of the 

relationship of the two Augustinians, mentor and reformer, as a master 

on the scholarly scene. He here makes a major contribution to Luther 

research in deepening our understanding of the emergence of 

Protestantism out of its medieval scholastic context.” George H. 

Williams, Hollis Professor of Divinity, The Divinity School, Harvard 

University 

“Steinmetz’s discussion of the long disputed influence of Staupitz 

on Luther is handled with particular sophistication and intelligence. 

He clarifies unusually well the differences not only between Luther 

and Staupitz but also between Luther and the Occamist theologians, 

and between Luther and Augustine himself. Steinmetz shows how 

early Luther’s characteristic insights were taking shape, a much 

debated point. He displays the subtlety, complexity, and originality of 

the early Luther, and his book is therefore a contribution of some 

importance to the story of Luther’s development. Steinmetz knows 

both the sources and the scholarly literature in depth, and his 

argument is carefully developed and moves evenly, step by step and 

with full documentation, to its conclusion. In addition, I have been 

struck by Steinmetz’s gift for the lucid exposition of extremely 

complex issues. This is a very well-written, at moments even movingly 

written, work.” William J. Bouwsma, Sather Professor of History, 

Llniversity of California, Berkeley 

Throughout his life, Luther claimed that John Staupitz, the Vicar- 

General of the Augustinian Observants in Germany, had exercised a 

decisive influence on his religious and theological development. 

Historians have generally recognized the importance of that claim but 

have been unable to agree on its meaning. Staupitz has been viewed by 

some scholars as a Thomist who rescued Luther from an Occamistic 

vision of God as an arbitrary and despotic Judge or, more recently, as a 

mediator to Luther’s adherence to a strongly Augustinian school 

tradition within the Augustinian Order itself. Other historians have 

characterized Luther as a disciple of Staupitz in his earliest approach to 

the interpretation of the Bible and in his first articulation of the 

doctrine of justification. 

Was there a period of time, perhaps from 1509 to 1518, in which 

Luther should be understood primarily as a disciple of John Staupitz, 

a disciple whose first criticisms of the late medieval Church and its 

theology were stimulated and formed by the strongly Augustinian 



perspective of his old confessor? Or was Luther from the very 

beginning a new and original thinker, inspired and corrected by 

Staupitz, but essentially free and independent in the positions he 

espoused? 

Steinmetz’s study demonstrates the astonishing degree of 

independence from Staupitz which Luther exhibited in his earliest 

theological works, especially in his approach to biblical studies, his 

doctrine of justification, his understanding of the mind of Paul—even 

in his redefinition of religious ecstasy. Although a number of 

important ideas which appear in Luther’s thought exist because they 

were first taught by Staupitz, Luther’s understanding of Word and 

faith, his reluctance to make election the center of his thought, and his 

tendency to subject traditional modes of thought to a radical critique 

set him apart from Staupitz, who, for all his theological originality, 

was content to follow a more traditional and well-marked path 

established by generations of conservative Augustinian theologians. 

Luther’s early writings show convincingly the marvelous complexity 

of his mind and the thoroughly self-consistent character of his central 

arguments. 

Staupitz’s primary importance for Luther was, as Luther himself 

always insisted, pastoral in nature. Staupitz gave Luther the 

theological courage to face what he feared and to think through for 

himself what the Bible means by righteousness, repentance, grace, and 

faith. To concede that, however, is to state that Staupitz was, in a way 

that no other late medieval figure could be, an essential forerunner of 

the Protestant Reformation. 

David C. Steinmetz is Professor of Church History and Doctrine, 

The Divinity School, Duke University. His earlier books include 

Reformers in the Wings and Misericordia Dei: The Theology of 

Johannes von Staupitz in its Late Medieval Setting. 

Number 4, Duke Monographs in Medieval and Renaissance Studies 

Winter 1980 ISBN: 0-8223-0447-3 LC: 80-23007 

ca. 176 pp. $16.75 
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Faith Seeking Understanding 
Essays Theological and Critical 

Robert E. Cushman 

“Robert Cushman is extraordinarily learned in every important 

period of Western philosophical and theological tradition. The topics 

he considers—grace and nature, sin and salvation, sacramental 

theology, Biblical theology, contemporary movements of thought— 

are dealt with with penetrating insight.” Paul Ramsey 

“What Robert Cushman offers here is, by any standards, excellent 

theological work: erudite, penetrating, independent, balanced yet 

decisive. No one can fail to be enriched by these informative and 

evocative essays. Their range is impressive, uniting historical, 

systematic, and philosophical theology with rare competence. 

Cushman shows a commendable openness, a breadth of spirit and 

perspective sorely needed in theology at any time, but especially 

today.” A. Durwood Foster 

This volume brings together many of the most important w'ritings 

of a man whose work in American theology has commanded the 

respect of scholars and churchmen for more than thirty years. The 

essays fall generally into four categories—historical studies, specific 

problems and figures in contemporary theology, aspects of Christian 

doctrine, and aspects of the ecumenical movement—and the issues 

they confront are among those forming the fundamental problematics 

of theology as it has evolved in history: the nature of faith, of 

humanism in a Christian context, of election vis a vis universal 

salvation, and of ecumenicism. They constitute an exploration of the 

theological heritage of Protestantism as this heritage has been 

illuminated by particular symbols and doctrinal concerns, as it has 

been written and acted by reformers and theologians such as Wesley, 

Calvin, Knox, Barth, Tillich, and Bultmann, and as it has been an 

instrumental force in the search for cohesion among diverse modes of 

belief. The result is a collection of texts that, in probing the nature of 

man’s relation to Divinity, attempt to disclose the role of reason in 

Christian wisdom. 

Robert E. Cushman is Professor Emeritus of Systematic Theology 

and former Dean of the Divinity School, Duke University. He is co¬ 

author or co-editor of Religion in World Politics, The Heritage of 

Christian Thought, and is author of Therapira: Plato’s Conception of 

Philosophy. 

Early Spring 1981 ISBN: 0-8223-0444-9 LC: 80-69402 

ca. 384 pp. $19.75 
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The Principles of Social Order 
Selected Essays of Lon L. Fuller 

Edited by Kenneth 1. Winston 

“Lon Fuller was one of the most original legal thinkers in the 

United States in the past three or four decades and stimulated much of 

the discussion in legal philosophy in this country. In fact, the extent of 

Fuller's impact is only beginning to be realized. Fuller had a charming 

style and a gift for the apt example; he addressed himself to issues of 

serious practical concern and was skillful in showing the bearing of 

theory on practice. There are few legal scholars whose work addresses 

itself so well to the academician and to the general public.” Martin P. 

Golding, Professor and Chairman, Department of Philosophy, Duke 

University 

The Principles of Social Order is a collection of jurisprudential 

essays by Lon L. Fuller, former Carter Professor of General 

Jurisprudence at the Harvard Law School. This book provides the first 

comprehensive presentation of Fuller’s conception of law and legal 

institutions in his own words. Also included is a long letter to a 

colleague, Thomas Reed Powell, which contains an eloquent 

statement of Fuller’s general political philosophy. 

The essays are exercises in “eunomics,” a term coined by Fuller for 

“the study of good order and workable social arrangements.” They 

reflect a unique synthesis of the moral insights of traditional natural 

law theory and a functional approach to social institutions. Each of 

the principal essays sets forth the characteristic features of a different 

form of social ordering, describes the social tasks it is well- or ill-suited 

to perform, and identifies the moral principles at sake in one mode of 

proceeding rather than another. The remaining pieces elaborate the 

consequences of this approach for the design of legal education and for 

understanding the lawyer’s role as the chief architect and manager of 

social structures. 

In Fuller’s view, the main deficiency of the law school curriculum is 

its neglect of the social conditions and complex human interaction out 

of which the various forms of law emerge. By spelling out the 

implications of the law’s responsiveness to particular social realities, 

Fuller hoped to move law school curriculum away from its narrow 

focus on appellate court cases toward a problem-solving orientation. 

Such an approach would enrich the training of lawyers, especially by 

the introduction of materials from the socal sciences, and thereby 

increase lawyers’ competence to carry out the tasks expected of them in 

modern society. 

Kenneth I. Winston is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Wheaton 

College in Massachusetts. He has published articles in California Law 

Review, Southern California Law Review, Harvard Civil Rights/Civil 

Liberties Law Review, and Working Papers for a New Society. 

Late Spring 1981 ISBN: 0-8223-0448-1 LC: 80-68477 

approx. 330 pp. tentative price, $19.75 





RECENT BOOKS OF SPECIAL 

INTEREST 

Praise and Blame in Renaissance Rome 
Rhetoric, Doctrine, and Reform in the Sacred Orators of the 

Papal Court, c. 1450-1521 

John W. O’Malley 

Winner of the 1979 Howard R. Marraro Prize, 

awarded annually by the American Historical Association 

for the best work in any epoch of Italian history. 

“Based on highly original research and thoughtful analysis, 

O’Malley’s work is a major contribution to our understanding of 

Renaissance humanism and Renaissance religious thought. It focuses 

on the form and content of preaching at the papal court from the 

pontificate of Nicholas V through the reign of Leo X, and it 

demonstrates clearly and emphatically that whatever else may be said 

about Renaissance Rome of the Renaissance popes, the message at 

least that was delivered by the sacred orators at the papal court had 

theological substance and a solid reform thrust and that the content of 

that message was influenced by the new style of preaching that 

developed at that time. O’Malley intimately relates this message and 

style within the context of Renaissance humanism and gives 

impressive evidence of the Christian character of that movement itself. 

We are a long way from the Burckhardtian notion of the revival of 

antiquity or from the negative judgments about preaching at the papal 

court that have a source in Erasmus’s Ciceronianus and had become 

fairly standard. 

“The title Praise and Blame in Renaissance Rome refers to the kind 

of oratory that came into use in the papal chapels during the High 

Renaissance: the epideictic type or genus demonstrativum of classical 

rhetoric whereby praise and blame are apportioned. This genre 

gradually replaced the thematic preaching that had been prevalent in 

the earlier medieval period, and its acceptance at Rome is an important 

hallmark of the Renaissance. Renaissance humanism, as scholars now 

stress, is closely bound up with the revival of classical rhetoric. With 

this well in mind, O’Malley has searched out and painstakingly 

examined numerous orations, the most important of which are some 

160 sermons, and has used the category of epideictic rhetoric as a means 

of analyzing. Both the materials he has so arduously gathered and his 

method of analysis merit our admiration as well as our earnest 



attention. They are notable indeed for the original and creative 

scholarship they represent. 

“The central theme and basic conclusion of the study is that the 

coming into use of the new style of preaching at Rome had a major 

impact on the religious culture of the time and greatly contributed to 

the enunciation of new doctrinal emphases and themes in the sacred 

oratory at the papal court. Form influenced content, and a distinctive 

Renaissance religious world view found expression.... 

“All facets of the subject are discussed with skill and care, and the 

full study O’Malley has made of these orations is certainly of the 

greatest interest.” John C. Olin, Theological Studies 

“O’Malley has assembled a body of texts that are not only of great 

historical interest but were hitherto unknown.” James Devereux, 

America 

“A penetrating analysis of the interaction of both scholasticism and 

humanism with oratory and rhetoric within the new studia 

humanitatis of the Renaissance. A work of meticulous and thorough 

scholarship. And O’Malley’s thoroughly convincing account is 

conveyed in an exceptionally clear and readable style.... This book 

will be valuable to all students of Renaissance culture, religion, and 

rhetoric as well as to students of the history of Christian preaching. 

Further, O’Malley’s carefully documented portrayal of the religious 

outlook of the Renaissance papal court, and of the cultural forces and 

rhetorical influences that shaped this viewpoint, effectively challenges 

specialists to reassess past interpretations of the relationships among 

late medieval, Renaissance, Reformation, and Counter-Reformation 

religion and culture.” Jean Runzo, The Sixteenth Century Journal 

No. 3, Duke Monographs in Medieval and Renaissance Studies. 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-0428-7 LC: 79-51220 

xii, 276 pp. $17.75 
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Clio Unbound 
Perception of the Social and Cultural Past in Renaissance 

England 

Arthur B. Ferguson 

“For many years Arthur B. Ferguson has been investigating the 

political, social, and, especially, historical thought of Renaissance 

England, and here he presents the fruits of his readings and reflections 

on this complex subject.... Ferguson has deepened and broadened his 

view of Renaissance thought. He has deepened and broadened our 

view of the history of history as well, and certainly he has gone beyond 

the standard books of Fussner, Levy, and McKisack.... A study that is 

as valuable as it is magisterial. In his own way Ferguson has 

contributed further to the unbinding of Clio.” Donald R. Kelley, 

American Historical Review 

“A group of subtle and erudite studies in which Ferguson attempts 

to document the beginning of a climatic change in historical 

perception, one associated primarily with an increasing under¬ 

standing of change itself.’ He has sought the evidence for such shifting 

historical consciousness less in formal histories published in 16th- 

century and early 17th-century England than in writings about 

controversial issues where history was used to buttress or illuminate an 

argument.... This book is a valuable addition to our knowledge of the 

history of ideas, of historiography, and of the English Renaissance. 

Highly recommended for libraries serving senior undergraduates and 

graduate students.” Choice 

No. 2, Duke Monographs in Medieval and Renaissance Studies. 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-1417-1 LC: 78-67198 

xv, 443 pp. $22.75 
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Coffee and Conflict In Colombia, 1886-1910 
Charles W. Bergquist 

“A masterly study of both the rise of a coffee-exporting economy, 

responding to world demand, and the internal repercussions of that 

development. Colombia’s coffee boom, from the mid-1880s, which 

marked the country’s economic integration into the world market, 

had, as the author succinctly demonstrates, crucial internal 

ramifications in the creation of political interest groups which 

successfully challenged a traditional political system, leading to a 

consensus of interest within the governing elite and enabling 

Colombia to move from sterile and violent conflict within the 

oligarchy to comparative peace and stability between its different 

factions. The fact that Colombian coffee-production, cashing in on a 

world boom, was widely dispersed, with medium and small-sized 

producers predominant, goes a long way, in the author’s argument, to 

explaining the comparative stability of Colombian political and social 

life in the twentieth century. This bald statement hardly does justice to 

Dr. Bergquist’s detailed narrative and reasoned argument: his book, 

however, is probably the most significant work on modern Colombia 

to appear in two decades.” Harold Blakemore, Times Literary 

Supplement 

‘‘This is one of the few truly original contributions to Colombian 

history in our times, just as it is a book of fundamental import for the 

general field of modern Latin American history.” Hispanic American 

Historical Review 

“An important and insightful investigation of the economic, 

political, and social turmoil that accompanied Colombia’s movement 

into the early years of the twentieth century. Charles Bergquist has 

utilized a wide variety of sources, many of which are primary 

Colombian documents, to piece together the complicated events in 

Colombia between 1886 and 1910 ... Bergquist has provided 

economic and political historians exploring twentieth-century 

Colombia with an excellent analysis of the formative years of 

Colombian development.” Journal of Economic Literature 

1978 ISBN: 0-8223-0418-X LC: 78-59581 

Maps, tables xiv, 277 pp. $16.75 
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Russia’s Crimean War 
John Shelton Curtiss 

Named by Choice as an Outstanding Academic Book for 1979 

“Evgenii Tarle’s The Crimean War has long stood as the definitive 

work on Russia’s role in the Crimean War. Now, however, Russia’s 

Crimean War, by Curtiss, will most assuredly supersede it in detailing 

the Russian perspective on diplomacy and the military strategy of this 

important European conflict. Unmarred by national or partisan 

political bias and drawing exhaustively on French, Austrian, and 

Russian archival sources plus a large number of published documents 

and memoirs, the book is informed by a lucid prose style which will 

make the tangled diplomacy surrounding this conflict crystal clear 

even to the most uninformed reader. Furthermore, Curtiss deals in 

detail with the Allied invasion of the Crimea and the reasons for 

Russia’s defeat there, while giving added perspective to the war by 

means of a perceptive analysis of its consequences for Russia. For these 

reasons this highly informative volume should be on the shelf of every 

undergraduate and graduate history collection.” Choice 

‘‘Commendable as a clear, sympathetic, and, especially on the 

military aspects, interesting portrayal of the Russian side of the war.” 

American Historical Review 

‘‘The first full treatment of the Russian side of the war written in 

English.... Provides a fresh, new look at a vitally important subject 

and a clear perception of its impact on Russia and the world.” The 

Russian Review 

“The best available book in English on the Crimean War.” The 

Polish Review 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-0374-4 LC: 76-28915 

Maps xiii, 597 pp. $29.75 
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Fugue and Fugato in Rococo and 
Classical Chamber Music 

Warren Kirkendale 

Revised and expanded second edition, translated from the 

German by Margaret Bent and the author 

‘‘An updated and expanded English edition of a highly respected 

German monograph published in 1966. The original author is co¬ 

translator, so this new version can be considered authoritative. By 

painstaking inventory and analysis Kirkendale demonstrates 

conclusively that fugal writing was no mere archaism in the middle 

and later 18th century, bu't was a significant, continuing element of the 

classical style. His topological discussion of rococo fugal writing is 

based on literally hundreds of works by some 80 composers. He then 

turns to more extensive descriptions of fugal writing by Haydn, 

Mozart, and, with special emphasis, Beethoven. The book’s topic is 

highly specific and Kirkendale’s writing is intended for scholars, but 

the authority and exemplary methodology employed make this book a 

must for university and graduate school libraries. It would be a strong 

addition for senior colleges where the topic is appropriate to upper- 

level course offerings.” Choice 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-0416-3 LC: 78-50394 

Musical examples, plates 383 pp. 121.75 
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Articles on American Literature, 1968-1975 
Compiled by Lewis Leary, with John Auchard 

“A third volume added to one of the most important reference works 

in American literary scholarship. The two earlier volumes identify 

journal articles on American authors and literary topics for the years 

1900-1967 while this one covers the years 1968-1975 in 745 pages. 

Coverage is international and includes popular periodicals (e.g., 

Time) as well as learned journals. Included in this volume are items 

from earlier years not recorded in the two previous volumes. 

Bibliographic essays are noted by an asterisk. In addition to author- 

specific articles, coverage is given to such subject areas as 

bibliography, ethnic groups, humor, literary criticism, religion, 

science, printing, theater, and women. An important purchase for 

medium- and large-size academic library reference collections.” 

Choice 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-0432-5 LC: 79-52535 

xxv, 745 pp. $39.75 
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Gender and Culture 
Kibbutz Women Revisited 

Melford E. Spiro 

“Spiro is well known for his earlier studies of the kibbutz. This book 

focuses on the ‘counterrevolution’ of kibbutz women: their return to 

family attachments and their retreat from kibbutz politics and 

farming. Although Spiro’s presentation of data and theoretical 

interpretations are couched in the value-free language of science, he 

does, finally, become explicit about the social and political 

conclusions that he sees as inescapable: that although no person 

should be barred from any occupation or social role on the basis of sex, 

women’s need for parenting is precultural and universal. Any 

sociocultural system that attempts to ignore the natural and 

precultural differences between males and females may do ‘more harm 

than good,’ Spiro concludes.... Readable at all levels.” Choice 

“A concise and readable account of the changes that have occurred 

among women of the kibbutz since Spiro conducted his well-known 

research of the '50s. He describes the erosion of the early ideals of sexual 

equality and notes that the hard-won actuality had given way, in 1975, 

to a division of labor.... This book is a refreshingly brief, clear 

description and analysis of some of the changes that have taken place 

in the kibbutz. Spiro is uniquely qualified to have provided a work of 

this nature.” Science 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-0427-9 LC: 78-7846 

xi, 116 pp. $9.75 
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An Introduction to Corporate Modeling 
Friedrich Rosenkranz 

“Rosenkranz has assembled what this reviewer considers to reflect 

the state of the art of corporate modeling. His book represents the most 

current work in a dynamic, rapidly changing field. He outlines theory, 

methodology, and practices of corporate planning models based upon 

his extensive experience and empirical testing at a Swiss chemical and 

pharmaceutical company. The book contains a unique conceptual 

framework for corporate modeling and makes use of graph signal flow 

diagrams. The methodologies for financial, marketing, production, 

and manpower planning models are developed with careful precision. 

Considerable attention also is given to the relationship between 

corporate simulation models and the planning processes of 

organizations. Each chapter contains one of the most extensive 

bibliographies on corporate modeling available anywhere today. Both 

academic and real-work planning managers and analysts should find 

this an extremely powerful and useful resource book on corporate 

modeling. It contains a wealth of valuable information for 

practitioners and theoreticians alike. The real underlying power is 

that literally every model and every technique described has been used 

and tested extensively. Should be required reading for anyone who is 

seriously interested in planning, modeling, and information science; 

strongly recommended for business school libraries although it is 

highly quantative and the readership level is clearly graduate and 

above.” Choice 

1979 ISBN: 0-8223-0426-0 LC: 79-63071 

Illustrations xiii, 498 pp. $18.75 
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